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ABSTRACT

Results of underwater siming experiences, breathing-machine experiments,
and recompression-chamber testing to eleven atmospheres absolute pressure
(330 feet sea water) with new SCUBA carbon dioxide absorption canisters
are reported. Granular Bsralyme was employed as the chemical absorbing
agent. Certain comparisons, both of design and functional history, with
conventional cylindrical canister systems are emphasized and analyzed,
and theory of the low-resistance device is discussed.

As a three-dimensional geometric solid, the essential canister shape is
that of a frustum of a rectapgular pyramid. In the two-dimensional aspect
of greatest surface the canipter perimeter presents as a truncated isosceles
trapezoid. Inlet and exhaust hose fittings are situated near the extremes
of the larger rectangular baoe of the canister. The acronyms FLATCAN and
Flatcanister denote Flat, Low resistance, carbon dioxide Absorption,
Trapezoidal Canisters.

I-an AP and resistance result4 for nine cylindrical canisters (16 mechanical
respirator experiments) are about 9(0 and 150% higher, respectively, than
the comparable man data for seven FLATCAN prototypes (15 respirator
experiments). A Reynolds number comparison, measured with a Fisher t
test, was significant at the 0.01 confidence level.

Size and dimensional parameters have been empirically related to duration
of satisfactory carbon-dioxide elimination from SCUBA systems.
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l1 Llesign, laboratoyy testing and underwater- sisminq evaluation of
prototype canisters with adequate carbon-dio i- elimination functioning,
mlntul Impedance to expired gaeflow, and practical handling characteristics,
for woe with sedf-conteined diving apparstus (closed circuit and semi-closed
circuit devices).

1. With identical testing conditions and influences•, granular Berslym-
charged Flatcanisters were observed to have only to-tenths to one-half
the pressure drop, at peak flow, of comparable-capacity cylindrical
canisters.

2. Flatcanisters do not exhibit as large a magnitude of resistance
increase, with use tit-, as that which is characteristic of cylindrical
canisters.

3. Flatcanisters are less efficient air-stream cleansers than comparable-
capacity cylindrI.cal canisters. Although usually not required, this can
be compensated by adjusting absorbent capacity according to empirically-
develr~ptd duration-diawnsions-capacity tables.

PHMJ MATIO

1. This alternative to conventional, cylindrical SCUBA canisters be
considered for use with proposed equipments which are to be employed
in closed-circuit oxygen swimming and with both closed &nd semi-closed
circuit mixed-gas diving whenever the consequences of higher-range
flow resistances are anticipated.

2. Adaptation for resckie breathing apparatus amd metaboliam-measuring
equipment be considered.

3. Appropriate feasibility or evaluation studies of non-corrugated
flexible hose be initiated.
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LtAtAWIU: DJSHIPS '3zoject SF-O11-06-O5, TASK 11511 SUBTASK 4,
"tCarbon Dioxide Absorption Systemus for SCVJB.

Project chronoloavi This manuscript constitutes project report number
two, and vas submitted on 15 Juno 1965. The project outline was
submitted on 3 August 1964 aind project report number one was do-'%ed as
of, 15 January 1965.

fttg=zIa T. W. JAHE6, HiM(DV)t USN fabricated the prototype canisters,
designed the tension-bar cover assembly, conducted the mechanical respirator
runs and served as chief project *en;4near. C. W. DUFF, HKC(DV), USN and
P. LAFERIXERE, HM1(DV)v USX conducted the widerwater swimeing tests with
characteristic ccmpetanc*.

Manpower expenditure eatimates are as follows*

Underwater swiming evalui.'tion series. subjects,, 30
tendter, 150 180

Recomprossi~on chamber evaluation seriess subjects, 8
tenders, 20 28

Mechanical respirator evaluation series 100
Fabrication and alteration of canisters 90
Canister design, data analysis and calculations 200
Preparation of report 75
Draftinq and typing services

TOTAL 708
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1. ! N'IhvC.TIoN

I. I •DAL •=. Fundamental r•requisites to the study, decigr and

assembly of cptiwmu diving syitems coaosed of (a) equipment, i.e.,
hardware, and (b) man, are complete knowledge of the effects of t.Ch
environment upon the equiipment, the effects of the enviroxnent upw

human physiology, and the effects of the eujioment itself upon t2hw

maw. The orientation of this project tyork, referenced to the lj:t-

noted prerequisite, has been the diver himself, by assuming his to

be the essential element in thM diving systmt and by stipulatinru

that maintenance of his well-being governs the entire system. Flow
resistance, properties of the cylindrical SCUBA canisters are, generall),

imcompatible with this manner of approach.

1.2 Obtistive and &&M. Sections of project report number one (4)
were devoted to concepts, intentions and procedures which then oroaised
to be applicable to each phase of this study. On* of the project tasks
or areas has been designated, "Studies of novel canister d4tignb, with

granular Baralymew. Specifically, the current objective has been

development and testing of a radical canister principle (patent penfriing)
and protototypes, as alternatives to conventional, cylindrica. canlsters.
The area of concern Is limited to gasflow and resistance effects, ane

Is distinct from un inquiry into cylindrical canister carbon dioxide

elimination efficiency, which has usually proven to be adequete.

2. WTHD(S

2.1 Cynal. Essentials of mathematical and experimpntal procedurls,

as well at estimations of accuracy " validity for laboratory tists
with the cam-octuated piston respirator and subsurface, underwater

siming runs, have heretofire been documented (2)(4)(6). *thocolo•y
for gas aralyzer and pressu'e sensor calibration and ut•tization. tpchniques,
except those to be introduced in paragraphs 2.2.1 and 4.6.5, was extended
particular attention.

2.2 Dry ChAmber buns

2.2.1 Ao ta Sublectiyt Teats. Canistprs were preparid snd

packed in a routine manner. Pressuro sensing was accomplished with

Statham •.23 teqpersture-coapensated, 5 C. Kq. differential pressure
trinsducers, and Sanborn model 350-110OB carrier pra#plifiers mounted
in the cabinet of a Sanborn WA four-channel hot-styiut oaciiloqgrphtc

recoider. Pressur*-sensing taps were rIgidly flush-mmunted, with
reference to the internal surface of the monitored corduit, at least

V four condu it-di amters distant from %nister inlet and outlet fittings.

Transw.Wcer tap lumens permitted passage of a numer ýP3 drill, and opened

twnontiimlly to the reference surfaces a SCUBA mwoutholece of the tYD.
used with the USN stand.%d tloosed-circuit oxygen "pparatus, the Inlet or
eixhaust hose fitting of a test canister, or the inlet and exhaust fittings
of breathing bags.
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2.2.2 A A tvo-foet segment of standard, one-inch I.D.
corrugated SC'JBA hose was used tn connect the exhalation side of a
mouthpitce-hreotio9o val asser..:by to the canister. Ambient chaaber
air was inhaled ti-:'i. a Wright respirometer and an eighteen-inm,
length of SCUBA hoe..

2.2.3 T Yr . The Wright respirometer was carefully
calibrated with bith Ntpdy s,, arfv ave-f and sinusoidal deliveries of
measured volumes ot' IC:' hilium and compressed air, at one, two and
four atmospheres absolute ambient pressure, and readings were found to
vary accord&. to the mass velocity of the calibration gas. McDowell (I0)
has raported that, at two atmospheres (aiý pressure, the Wright respirometer
overread by eighteen percent. This finding agrees, precisely, with our
ineiependent observations.

2.2,4 Jg . These tests were performec by the same subject, breathing
through the open-circuit test setup. Sequences of normal, resting and
rapid, deep respirations began with an inhalation marked by remcte signal
on the chart-papr* time base. As reported in Table 8, evaluations by the
breathiog machine technique were also performed at simulated depths in the
recoipression ",amber. For eazch of these brief intervals, consisting of
about elgr: to twelve stroke volumes, the test gas was ambient air without
admixed car' i dioxide or humidification. Routines were not commenced
unti1 am-ient chamber atmospheric air temperature had stabilized at the
test prf sure level. Depth measurement was determined with Wallace and
Tiernan type FA-234 Bourdon tube gaugeis, with dials custom calibrated
at onfl foot itervais between zero and 1100 feet sea water (1 foot SW. W

3. RESULTS

.l Tabulr summaries. Parameters of canister size, absorbent loading
dnd dimensions comprie tht first two of the following group of tables.
Test conditions of airflow, carbon dioxide delivery, etc., are reported
In Table 3, and results of thc m*chanlcal breathing machine tests follow
in tables four and five. Swiminq run and dry chamber run results are
touilatpd, resppctively, in tables 7 and 8.

3. 2 111ttza..ian. a The terminology and dimensional notation of figures
2A and 98 is used both in the tables and in the discussion text. Figure
3 Iilustrates the total elapsed time, actual 0.8K. swimming time and the
resti•g intervals for a quartet of subsurface exposures with Flatcanister
closed-circuit oxygen rigs. Data points are relatively sparse because
each timr that gas Is withdrawn from the rig and the diver, the system
is -onverted from closed to semi-closed in nature, with consequent effects
joon canister duration proportional to the amounti of carbon dioxide thus
thiminated arri the volumes of supply gas makeup vla the bypass mechdnism.
Pressure-drop observations are related in Figure 5.
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GENERIC MODEL OF THE FLATCAN
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3.3 Packed Canister lizl and Dimensions

3.3.1 Tlabl __iVou- Absorbent Quantity and Bulk Density

TEST CANISTER VOLtE WT. GRAN, BARALYIE BULK DENSITY

I Al 2.805 2930 6.46 104.4
2 Al 2.805 2950 6.51 105.2
3 Al 2.805 3010 6.64 107,3
5 BI 1.960 1955 4.31 99.7
6 B1 1.960 2030 4.47 103.6
7 Cl 2.117 2140 4.75 101.1
8 Cl 2.117 2170 4.78 102.5
9 El 2.264 2590 5.71 114.4

11 E3 2,470 2590 5.71 104.9
12 E3 2.470 2660 5.86 107.8
13 E4 1.740 2020 4.45 116.1
14 E4 1.740 1940 4.27 111.5
15 E4 1.740 2020 4.45 116.1
19 E5 1.829 1971 4.34 107.8
20 E5 1.829 2002 4.41 109.4

3.3.2 Table 2. Dimensional Data (see Figure 2A - 2B)

CANISTER HEIGHT BASE BASE SIDE VOLUME (LITERS)&o bjH A,(CM) Al,(Ck) BAK I&&T ZXUST

Al 36.8 16.6 13.9 5.0 0.640 0.635
81 28.5 14.5 13.0 5.0 0.340 0.325
Cl 23.5 18.5 17.5 5.0 0.505 0.500

EI-E2 18.0 17.8 16.1 6.6 0.500 0.490
E4 13.7 17.7 16.0 7.5 0.400 0.400
E5 12.0 20.2 18.3 8.0 0.300 0.300

CANISTER AREA PERIMETER EQUIVALENT EQ. EMN EQ. L/t
2 B + _ &NGTl (C&( RAT2Q

Al 184.0 83.6 8.80 15.25 1.73
B1 142.5 67.0 8.50 13.75 1.62
ci 117.5 57.0 8.24 18.00 2.18

El-E3 H18.8 49.2 9.66 16.95 1.76
E4 102.8 .42.4 9.88 16.85 1.70
E5 96.0 40.0 9.60 19.21 2.00

(NOTEs Definitions and computations of equivalent diaater and "equivalent
mean length': para. 4.6.1)
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3.4 Table 3: Ventilation and C02 Lcgding

TEST CANISTER MINUTE VOLUME PEAK FPLC G02 OUTPUT TOTAL CO2 THRU
No iTPL (L $T&D) JIM CANISTER(L, STPD)

I Al 26.10 811e95 1.174 247
2 Al 25.60 80.38 1.152 219
3 Al 25.90 81 33 1.166 187
5 81 26.40 82.90 1.188 27
6 Bi 26.10 81.95 1.174 72
7 Cl 26.10 81.95 1.174 118
8 Cl 26.60 83.t 1.197 90
9 El 26.05 81.80 1.172 125

11 E3 25.60 80.38 1.152 126
12 E3 26.00 31.64 1.170 184
13 E4 27.38 85.97 i.232 65
14 E4 26.05 81.80 1.179 191,5 E4 26.29 8255 1.183 24

19 E5 27.12 85.16 1.220 119
20 E5 26.49 83.18 1.192 145

3.5 Table 4s Duration and Efficienc.v

TEST CANISTER TIME (MINUTES) TO MINUTES LITERS C02 ABSORBED
_M N_ . Tg& L 2 0.25% C02 0.50% CO2 zR ioOGM.. RR_?. 1 o_,

I Al 32 164 210 7.2 7.9 232
2 Al 60 140 190 6.4 7.2 209
3 Al 15 90 160 5.3 5.8 i65
5 81 5 12 23 1.2 1.4 27
6 B1 7 23 61 3.0 3.4 69
7 Cl 12 76 104 4.8 5.4 116
8 Cl 4 58 75 3.5 4.0 87
9 El 1 67 107 4.2 5.0 119
11 E3 8 35 109 4.2 4.5 117
12 E3 0 98 157 5.9 6.3 167
13 E4 0 20 53 2.7 3.1 63
14 E4 .0 7 16 0.8 0.9 17

E4 0 5 20 1.0 1.1 22
19 E5 15 35 97 4.9 5.9 116
20 E5 7 80 122 6.1 7.0 141
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3.6 Table 5& Flow and Resistance to Flog

TEST CANISTER AP(CM H2 0) AT PEAK FLOW RESISTANCE(CM P2!O/L/SEC) AT
NO. No. INITIAL AT FCo?0.255% PEAK FLCM(AT rco,=o.7%)

1 Al 1.7 3.0 2.2
2 Al 2.0 2.4 1.7
3 Al 2.0 2.2 1.6
.5 B1 2.0 2.2 1.6
6 Bl 2.4 2.8 2.0
7 C% 1.6 2.0 1.5
8 21 3.3 4.1 2.9
9 El 2.2 2.7 1.9

11 E3 3.0 3.3 2.5
12 E3 2.7 3.0 2.2
13 E4 3.8 1.1 2.2
14 E4 3.3 3.5 2.6
15 E4 3.5 3.5 2.5
19 E5 2.8 3.0 2.1
20 E5 2.7 3.5 2.5

3.7 Table 6s Miscellaneous Paramters

TEST CANISTER TEMPERATURE(OC) THEORETICAL C02 REYNOLDS NO.

SNo. AMBIENT PM gAPACITY(L.TPD) (AIR.2°c. IATM.ABS)

I Al 25.6 29.4 712 431
2 Al 23.0 27.4 717 423
3 Al 22.8 27.6 731 428
5 BI 18.5 24.2 475 544
6 BI 20.0 24.5 493 537
7 Cl 26.6 30.0 520 632
8 CI 23.0 27.1 527 644
9 El 26.2 29.7 629 732

11 E3 24.0 28.0 629 719
12 E3 24.0 30.0 6A6 73u
13 E4 22.1 27.2 491 909
14 E4 22.0 26.0 471 865
15 E4 22.0 27.1 491 872
19 E5 25.0 29.4 479 936
20 E5 26.5 29.4 486 961
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3.8 Taole 7s Underwat:r SMiMtn j est Results

TEST CANISTER TIm(MINIUTES)TO ANALYSIS OF WT. GRANULAR

NO0. NO. TRACE C02 0.1% C02 0.2% C02 0.2% C02 BARALYME(LB.)

S1 Al 10 45 - 100 6.7
S2 Cl 41 98 110 134 4.5
S3 Cl 96 105 133 154 4.4
S4 E3 16 32 95 136 6.1
55 E3 90 104 136 138 6.0

S6 BI 51 59 C 4.6
S7 E5 10 35 95 96 4.2
S8 E5 25 67 * 5.0

(NOTEs Run No. S6 terminated due to flooding of rig at + 68 minutes; final
C02 analysis was 0.06%; run No. S8 terminated after 90 minutes due to gas
supply eth•ustion; final C02 analysis was 0.15%

3.9 Table 9s Recomresuion Chamber Test Reau lU

3.9.1 Sublective Riuns with Air

Ct Tidal Volume(LSTPD) 2.18 1.99 1.66 1.84
Ht 2.50 1.77 1.75 1.83
Is 2.44 1.78 1.85 1.97
Cs Peak Flow(L/SEC,STPD) 0.90 0.72 0.77 0.75
H: 0.85 0.6! 0.65 0.68
Is 0.87 0.61 0.66 0.64
Ct AP at Peak Flo(CM H20) 0.41 0.76 0.94 1.09
H: 1.52 1.02 1.66 1.73
Is 1.31 1.81 2.10 2.89

(NOTE: "C* = Flatcanister No. C; 'H" and I*'cylindricai canisters
having same Baralyme capacity as FLATCAN C (reference 4)).

3.9.2 Mechanical ReSairator Runs (1i1)

CANISTER M H2 FOR AIR AT PEAK FLCM

FLATCAN A I.- 1.5 2.1 2. 5 4.5 6.5
F LATCAN C 1.4 1.9 2.7 3.8
FLATCAN E4 1.2 1.9 2.1 2.2
CYLINDORCAL H 3.1 4.8 6.0 8.0
CYLINDRICAL 1 4.2 6.8 10.1 i3.6
USN STD. 02 3.8 5.6 7.3 9.0
USX MARK VI 5.2 7.6 10.6 13.1 19.6

(NOTEs Tical volumes 2.38 - 2.50 liters, STl)
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3.10 table 9a Statlltical f js

CANISTU NO. O MEAN ci STADR RRO a T ME

SERIES RUNS MIN. TOO5_0 2//E9AT PEAK F LOW REYNOLDS "BER

A 3 186.7 + 14.5 1.83 0 0.18 427.3 ± 2.0
a 2 42.0 ± 13.4 1.80 0.2 540.8 ± 2.4
C 2 90.0 • 14.5 2.40 ± 0.70 638.2 ± 4.5

EI-E3 3 124.0 ± 16.3 2.30 + 0.10 727.0 ± 3.2
E4 3 26.0 t 8.9 2.30 ± 0.12 882.0 ± 11.2
E5 2 109.5 + 12.5 2.30 ± 0.20 948.9 + 12.4

MAN REYNOLDS NKUSER (Nul15), FLATCAN6: 690.98
MAN REYNOLDS NUMBER (W-16), CY!LINDRICAL CANISTERSs 1173.68
DIFFERECE BETWEEN MEANS, AS MEASUIAMD BY A FISHER t TEST, IS SIGNIFICANT AT
THE 0.01 LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 I.trod.gj2n. The discussion sequence, within following paragraphs,
opens with descriptive summary information concerning FLATCAN architecture
and geoetry. Numerical data comparisons of flow and resistance observations
are then considered with reference to cylindrical canisters as the (only)
standards for comparison, not as standards of an ultimate optimum in
functional excellence. A review of diver and apparatus breathing resistance
factors In SCUBA systems, and resume of the structural basis ol FLATCAN
flow properties together provide the fundamental portions of the section.

4.2 Descriptive Suury of F1ATC(AN Geometrv

4.2.1 DsjjLitIgn. The basic FLATCAN Is comprised of first and second
perforate wall portions for confining the absorbent chemical, with the
wall portions inclined with respect to one another and bounded by gas
inlet and gas exhaust chambers to provide a configuration which may be
characterized (two-dimensional aspect) as a truncated isosceles trapezoid.

With the perforate wails forming sides thereof, imperforate rectangular

w•lls forming the top ard the base, and the imperforate trapezoidal walls

forming front and rear it is (three-dimens'lonai aspect) a frustum of a

rectangular pyramid. With injet and exhaust conduits included, tho

overall package presents as a rectangle, exteriorly.

4.2.2 Canister Cover 6Asembly. As indicated by figurts 2A and 28, the

disposition of the packed granular absorbent is such that it projects

somewhat above the actual screen-to-screen transverse gasflow zone. The

tension bar compornnt of the cover assembly serves to maintain the granular

masz rigidly in place, and is therefore, functionally analagous to the

sprinq-loaded end-platp screens of cylindrical canisters. It is believed

that opportunitie *for gas-stream channeling, with consequent canis t er

failure, can be minimized by tnls mechanisa because the cover assembly

exerts tension which is uniformly transmitted to the "granular reserve*,

tending to force It downward.
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Migration of these granules would compensate for voids appearing adjacent
to the bulicheading subsequent to, e.g., insufficient packing, settling
of granules, or shifting caused by vibrations and postural changes. It
is recognized, however, that the desirable canister-cover tension eight
be difficult to establish and that proper locknut positioning is overly
critical in terms of an evolution which demands practical utility.
Several alternative cover and lid assemblies have been tested, and it
is concluded that a number of satisfactory types can be designed.
Absorbent-filled cartridge inserts, prepacked and disposable, may be
logistically as well as operationally of great value with this canister.
This concept will be evaluated.

4.2.3 TeAcrz.pXo. Origination of the words FLATCAN and FLATCANISTER
(patent pending) is from the following morphological-functional descriptive
phrases flat, low-resistance, carbon-dioxide absorption trapezoidal canister.

4.3 Comparisons of Flatcanistest and Cylindrical Canisters

4.3.1 Gaiflow Data Analvuis RaguiMXents. Complexities are not unexpected
in comparative studies of hydraulic phenomena of distinct flow conduit
systems. The spectrum of parameters which may require attention can be
simolified, however, by organization into at least three categories.

(a) Geometric parameterst e.g., the finite boundaries of the conduits,
tubing, pipes, hoses, etc.;

(b) Kinematic parameters: with respect to flow conditions at specified
structural sites; this includes velocity and time factors;

(c) Force paraueterst the influences acting upon flowing gases,
including gravity, inertia, surlace tension, viscosity and compressibility;

4.3.2 Reynolds NWmber. It has been established that the behavioral phenomena
of fluids flowing within conduits depend upon whether the flow is laminar,
i.e., in lamina or layers parallel to the tube walls, or turbulent. Differing
velocities characterize the conceptual "layer* of flowirn fluid. Reynolds
discovered that the nat ure of fluid flow is primarily a function of the conduit
inside diameter, the average velocity, and the fluid density and viscosity.
These parameters can be combined, with consistent units, to produce the
dimensionless constant, Reynolds number, which expresses the ratio of inertial
forces to viscosity forces within a defined hydraulic system. When it is less
÷•.•n 1,000, gas flow Is presumed to be laminar. Turbulent flow occurs In
association with Reynolds numbers which exceed 1,500 - 2,000.

4.3.3 (a) REYNOLDS *,%MR = (VELOCITY)(REFERENCE LE•IH)(DENSITY)/,VI"ITY
(b) VELOCITY z VOLUPAE F L/tROSS-SECTIONAL AEA
(c) REFERENCE LENGTH % DIANETER (CIRCULAR CROSS-SECTION)
(d) REFERENCE LENGTH - ECwUIVALEImT DIA*•ER (RECTANGULAR CROSS-SECTION)
(e) EQUIVALENT DIAbETER = (A.AEA/PERINETEP)(4)
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4.3,4 Sp..zian QalculdtoQ

(a) For air, one atm. abs pressure, 200C, density a C.0012047 GMI/CM 3 ;

absolute viscosity a 0.0001813 POISE (GMA/t.SEC) ;

(b) From data of run number 1, Flatcanister Al, velocity = 7.42 COM/SEL:
equivalent diamter 8F.8 CH;

(c) REYNOLDS PWmHER = 17.42)(8.8)(0.0012D47)/0.0001813 z 431

4.3.5 Airflow and Besistance to Flja L)ata Commarisons, Mean data for
cylindrical canisters originates with those ob*ervaxions already reported (4-

for sixteen breathing machine experiments.

OBSERVArION, OR CYLI NI0-IAL FLATCANISTERS MEAN

CgIi1'ED I&&X CANISTER$SNU6) _ W=i-L) 1)IFFkE.V3

Reynolds number 1173.7 691.0 482.7 (:)Q.01)
initial AP(CM H20) 5£88 2.60 3.213

,P, 9 F 0.25% 7.10 3.02 4.08
ZP, FCO) = 0.50% 7.64 3.20 4.44
Ch H20i/tSEC at peak 5.21 2.15 3.06

flow, FCc( 2 a 0.0

4.3.6 C02 Eliminations Mean Data Comarisons. Table 11 (follovinq) indicates

that Flatcanisters are less efficient than comparable-capaclty cylindrical
canisters in removing carbon dioxide from the 'exhalec-' gas in the stanoar~zed

oreathing machine-type test. The minImal-capacity category may, however,
prove to be an exception in this respect. These observations have not proven

to be a source of concern because ooerational canisters should routinely be
constructed to have reserve capacity, and beciuse the Flatcanister size-

dimension-duration relatlonshlps have been deduced. Canister ES, for example,

represents a deliberate effort to obtain 80-100 minutes duration to the
endpoint. Moreover, there seems to be t,-t little doubt that retention of
endogenous carbon dioxide by a working diver, at depth, is potentially mWor

t,azardous than is the inhalation of a gas mixture containing less than on*-
half of one percent (by volume, referenced at the surface) carbon dioxidp.

C02 2APA;1ITY L IERS l0-2 D (NA2 -N :o
L:ANISlE- L YPIE "B&EFR (LITERS) AH•L•BEIj O. AJALCK -. S% CoW:.

Cylindrical 16(all) 687 6.4

Fratcanisters 15(all, Sbt 4. t,

Flatcaristers 12(f ,oct iona 1 5e' 5.3 ll.q

.ylindrica1 3 715 8.3 21c

Flatcanisters -)21 7.t) 187

'Jylindricjl 2 t37 7.7 179

Flatcanlsters 3 637 5.3 124

iylindrical 3 447 3.3 79

Flatcanisters 4 483 6.4 I:Y
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4.4 Breathilna Resistaace Extezaal to the £Diver'A Airway.

4.4.1 DeIfinitigU. Breathing apparatus serves no rational function apart
from the user who Is co-equally aii intri-sic divis.on ci this rman-sachine
system. If resistance consists of oppositlon to &A~ion, then- breathing
resistance refers to impedance of respiratory airf low andl, consequently,
has units of FORCE/FL(W, e.g., CM H2O/LIT-ER/SECOC). Airflow resistance
evaluations require the simul~taneouas determination of qystes flowrate and
pressure differential. The following statement, although oversimplified
and not all-inclusive, facilitates sharp focusing upon the basis of the
resistance concepts The cause of the resistance properties of iessential'y
r~gid-wall apparatus components is the forco-s of friction, the mechanism
of action consisting of the transformation of kinetic energy of gas
molecules to heat energy, which is subsequently lost or dissipated.

4.4.2 gJ&jAWInc. Effacts pon RejgirAtorv j~"= Increasing exter-;.al
apparatus resistance loads usually alter ventilatory mechanics, alveolar
vemtilation, blood acid-base homtostasis and cardiac output in predictable
d~roctiofls, and variable magnitudes:

(a) Increased time of each phase
(b) Dec~eased maximal flowrate
(c) Decreased time to attain maximal flow
(d) Decreased swan flowrat6
(w) Increased peak pressure of each phase
(f) flattening of the expiratory waveform
(q) increased ex~pirstozy reserve volumsw
(h) Decreased pulmonary ventilation
(i) Decreased alveolar ventilation
(J5) Tncreased alveolar PR02
(k) Decreased alveolar "CO
(1) Incr~saedc cardiac minute oliew in inspiration
(in) Decreased cardiac minute volume In expiration

4.4,3 ReslAitanca aAL RganiraUi IL.MAU. (1)(11)(13)j16). Normnal
respiration i% altered by frictional resistance associattd with dense-gas
motion within the anstorical airways as well as within the tubes, hoses
and conduits of the external apparatus airwey. InCreased breathing
prossures are then required for adequate flow to be attained and sustained,
thereby requiring that muiscular efforts of ý_rtathingq be augmented, BeCAUS-c
the time span of a phase of respiration lengthens as resistance mounts, Lh#
respiratory rate per minute must diminish. The oxpirotory phase, particularly,
is susceptihro to tuc, prolongation "n this may, In turn, be linked into
further steps of a cyclE: shotild the stimulus to inhale appoar prior to full
exhalation of sufficient gas vol'_im, a state of relative hyperinflation of
the lung& can be, induced. Alveolar ventilation, therefors, is progressively
more compromised, and rosuits in the silft to a less physiologically favor-
able equilibriuom of alveolar ventilation and alveolar carbon dioxide tension.
Assuoin, that carbon aloxide p~roduction has been Increaaed from representative
resting amounts to Maqn~tudes associated with underwater workin4% experiences,
and that chest mu~scle and disahroge muscle metabolic demands have escalated,
it follows thait the organism cannot con",,too to eliminate sufficient carbon
dioxide, in unit time, to compnsate both~ for comromised ventilation and
several componints of accelerated production.
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Molecular carbon dioxide retention with resulting acute respiratory acidosis

may occur, Breathing mixtures with increased oxygen tensions, In particular
those with P0 greater than one atmosphere absolute, introduce another element
ilto the cycle. It has been clearly demonstrated that oxygen acts to diminish
the sensitivity of the central respiratory cerottr to carbon dioxtde, thereby
impairing the c3pability of the ventilatory route for elimlnatinq W02 (7)(9).
The significance of this mechanism in workingq, high-oxygen, underwater
circumstances cannot be dismissed, The cycle of interacting cautes, influences,
and effects, then includest

(a) increasing susceptibility to both subtle and obvious oxygen effects,

such as1b) loss of consciousness during high-level exercise swi~ing with
i00% 02 or diense N2-02 mixtures;

(c) interaction of C00n and inert gases in the mechanisms cuisinating
in depth narcosis and performance impairm.nt;

(d) specific undeisirable actions of C02 and metabolities upon acid-
babe balance, etc., and Frobable role v; CA3 In bubble formation and/'rr

bubble growth.

4.4.4 Quantitative Exaailes of Resistance Effects

(a) Consequences of added external resistance, (6.4 CM H2 0, ins.iration;
4.1 CM H2 0, expiration) during resting intervals and at two levels of %orking
exertions selected from the data of Silverman, et.al. (14)(15)s

O8SERVATION gONTROL DATA APDEP RESISTAIEE DA A

bree+.ýs/mlnute, rest 14.6 14.L
heavy work 30.4 27.4

maximal work 47.6 42.0
resp min volume, rest 10.3 LPM 9.1 LPM

hcavy work 54.7 48.)
maxioal WorK 113.8 90.3

peak insp flow, rest 40.0 LPM 31.0 LPM
heavy work 14g 128

maximal work 286 240
peak exp flow, rest 32 LPi 29 LPM

heavy work 154 1"

maximal work 322 274

(b) The following data, for resting subjects, was report-ad by Cain
and Otis(1). Figure 4, which compares the effects of resistance upon
respiratory waveforms, has been prepared to Ullustrate this information
from their paper.
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RESISTAtEE in CM H2 /LUTER FLCW/SECOND

breaths/minute 12.0 10.1 7.4
rerp min volum 10.15 LJM 9.37 LPM 8.38 LPM
peak insp flow 42.6 LPM 39.2 LPN 31.6, LPM
peak exp flow 39.1 LPM 30.8 Ll A3.0 LPM
alveolar oxygen tension 99.2 - Hg - 96.1 - Hg
alve~ulr carbon dioxide tension 40.6 am Hg - 42.4 am Hg

(c) Zechmang Hall and Hull (1A) have demonstrated the foilowing eifects
of graded resistance to eirflow in eleven subjects. Dramatic changes occured
with moderate exercise.

IAWA-
LI TES/W IWn(BTPS) ALVEOLAR PR2o5(m Hg)

SREST EXMRCI ..__ REST -RCISE

(1. Both inspiration and expiration)

Contrel 7.90 22.6 36.6 41.7
I"M H20/L/EC 7.08 20.2 37.3 44.1
22 6.59 18.4 37.6 46.3
32 6.50 17.2 38.4 51.2
43 6.26 38.8

(2. Expiration only impeded)

Control 7.70 23.5 36.0 40.3
10CM H20/L,/EC 7.50 21.2 36.0 41.9
22 7.00 20.1 36.2 43.4
32 6.96 19.7 36.7 43.5
43 6.54 36.q

(3. Inspiration only impeded)

Control 7.76 23.5 36.7 41.8
10CM H20/L/SEC 7.39 21.7 36.9 42.5
22 7.32 21.6 37.2 42.7
32 7.15 20.8 37.2 43.0
43 6.78 38.0
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4.4.5 A2ome=ical Engineering of Dives°' •8•athina JIxtuges and AnsaratuE.
Characteristic of man is his inborn unsuitability for the stresses :,f
subaquatic exposures. Neither the curious practices and tech,'itiues of
many divers, some of whom are still living, nor the undoubtedly unphysiological
characteristics of certain breathing devices have significantly altered the
surface-dwellers respiratory anatouy and function. Providing divers with
breathing apparatus wht",, significantly inreas&, ii,,UP work of breathing is
the same as ordering the preferential selection of asthmatics for diving
duty. Recent studies by the Experimental Diving Unit(5) have explored the
effects of apparatus airway properties and breathing mixture composition
and density upon respiration and ability to perform useful work at depth-
The primary object was the definition of deep-diving gas-mixture requirements,
with the basic experimental hypothesis being the assumption that optimal
conditions could be considered with reference to the diver and the immutability
of his physiological needs. Apparatus characteristics were expressed in a
similiar hypothesis. The FLATCAN represents a developmental product of this
experimental design approach, in which emphasis -ests with the diver as the
only unalterable portion of the system.

4.5 Swim and ChAMber Run Data

4.5.1 5uLiects. Methods. D.t c a .

(a) Swimming run subjects were, when feasible, preferentially selected
according to the accumulated data which described their ventilation and CC2
production responses to the 0.8 knot trapeze ergometer load or the 1.5 liter
per minute oxygen consumption pump ergometer load(5). The duration data
(Table 7) was also influenced by at least one other procedural b._ss with-
drawal of gas to the sampling and analysis tubing and apparatus is analagous
to converting from a closed to a semi-closed circuit system. Figure 3 relates
total use time and swim-rest patterns of four runs.

(b) The initial, understandably skeptical attitudes which were
encountered were intense but brief. Requirements for thermal insulation
of the lucite protototype canisters were vociferously noted.

4.5.2 C_•MýSr.__al. Agreement between the reported results (pressure drop)
and predictive extrapolations derived by the Graham Law relationship were
consistent and close. While exhaling through the smaller cylindrical canister
systems there was an unexpectedly prominent subjective aisreness of the flow
impedance. The requirement for obtaining suitable high-pressure envircrirent
flow sensor and data display instrumentation, compatible with the restrictions
of decompression, and procedurml limits which effect working time at depth,
was clearly apparent. Flatcanister Al was run at 330 feet with the breathing
machine. aP at peak flow, 6.5 CM H2O, has been exceeded at one atmosphere
absolute by several of the cylindrical canisters.
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4.6 StructureMFunction Aspects gf the FLATCAN.

4.6.1 "Eauivaleni, Lveath-Di~aeter Ratigs.

(a) The ratio of flowpath length to cross-sectional diameter seems
to provide a urvenient and valid index for relating flow resistance and
static pressure drop to length(direct relationshio and circular cross-
sectionalarea(inverse relationship). The cylindrical canisters with
highly efficient absorption functioning are, in general, those which
present higher-range flow impedance. Small, low-resistance canisters
have consistently proved to be non-functional with reference to current
conceots of safe diving standards. Dual properties of low flow resistance
and high absorptive efficiency characterize the largest cylindrical canisters.
Current operational USN rig canisters can be placed within a category between
these extremes. Briefly summarized, these structure-performance correlations
are as follows,

CANISTER LEN.NT H /DI A- RESISTANCE C2
_jZE METER RATIO CHARkJTýRISTIC AiSORPTION

smalA low optimal poor
small high excessive poor to fair
medium medium high fair to qooa
medium high excessive fair to good
larqe low optimal good
large medium medium good

(b) Hydraulic radius and equivalent diameter were computed ,n
coaipliance with gas flow system study practices and were used to estimate
the flow effects of square and rectangular cross sectional faces amrv radius
of curvature ratios of conduit bends. The following taoulations show the
procedure ano tUe computation sequence used to der;ve the amean equiv•3lent"
length-dianter xitios for flatcanister aevelopmentsi

_AA P• LX •'i

(i) P HPE•ICULAJ HEIGHT Y bIASE (Hb) = CIROSS-SE'2TIONAL AREA
(2) PEhPET)IJULAf- HEI(GHT x 2 plus BASE x 2 = WETTED PERIMETEk
(3) AREA divided by PERIMETE = MEAN HYDRAULIC RkUIUS CF THE RECTA.CLL
(4) WAN hYLJPAJLIC RADIUS x 4 = EQUIVALENT DIAWTEk

(NOTE& DerT'vation by assuming the analoqy to the case of the

circular cross-section, ii which AREA v wr 2 ; PERIMETER = ?rH
rrr 2 /2?M= MEAN kADIIUS; "r = DIAMTERI r D/2; r/2 = D,/41 WEAN
HYL*AJJLIC RADIUS x 4 = DIAMETEk)
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B. EQUlyALENT PIEAMEJRS Io RECTAN!RJLAR CýIQH-SECT104

CANISTER
NO, H X A divided by I a ft X 4 E RJ

A 36.8 A 5.0 W 184.0 + 83.6 a 2,20 8.80
B 28.5 5.0 142.5 67.0 2.i3 8.52
C 23.5 5.0 117.5 57.0 1.06 8.24

EI-E3 18.0 6.6 118.5 49.2 'L.41 9.64
E4 13.7 7.5 102.5 42.4 2.47 9.88

CANI STER N L A) L Al
NO, B + ILAII livided by 2LuFWGTWO divided by EQ.DIAtRATI kg.DIA EQ.LQI

A 16.6 13.9 15.25 1. 3 1.58 1.88
B 11.5 13.0 -3.75 1.62 1.53 1.71

18.5 17.5 18000 2.18 2.12 2.24
E1-E3 17.8 16.1 6.95 1.76 1.67 1.84

E4 17.7 16.0 16.85 1.70 1.62 1.79

(NOTE: The man length, , + A6/2, divided by equivalent dimeter a
mean equivalent !ength-d1&seter ratio; A/EQ. DIA. and A'/*Q. DIA.
represent the :..sumed boundary extremes of this ratio)

(c) Sjitable emphafis is, parliap$, f•.cilitated wl!O reference to specific
exaiplesof tl*e relationships, introduced above, of dimensions, size and function.
The presentait Ion of mean data for a spectrum of g9r-ed cylindrical canisters
(paraqraph. -4.3.4 - 4.3.5) necessarily obscures this perspective. This data,
extracted from EDU Research report 3-64, is arranged in the same manner as the
listing of hypothetical correlations, with which this paragraph (4.6.1(a)) began.
Note that the efficient, low resistance canisters are the largest ones of the
series.

CYLINDRICAL CANISTER LEPNTH/tIA- MI NTS To RESISTA•MC (CW H2O/L/SEC)
SIZE WIER RATIQ 0.• G0q/ICXGM AT fjAX FLD

small, wide 1.97 1.6 2.8
small, msdium 2.68 4.4 5.0
small, narrow 2.76 2.1 14.0
medium, medium 3.80 7.0 7.3
medium, narrow 4.67 7.7 7.6
large, wide 2.72 1.9 3.4
very large, wide 3.27 9.1 5.0
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4.6.2 Absorbsnt Chmlber VoluM. Size-duration data correlations indicate
that an effectively non-functional minimal capacity exists for the FLATCAN,
and that it is reached at .8 liters, the chamber volume magnitude described
for the *theoretical minimal cylindrical canister"(4). Additionai observations
with small FLATCANS, data not reported, reinforce this provisional estimate.

4.6.3 Conduit Cross-Sections. Cylindrical tanisters derive form resistance
related to each abrupt change in cross-sectional size. Expansions and
contractions are inherent, for exanple, at each hose-fitting-plenum chamber
boundary. In contradistinction, the FLATCAN has been assembled uithout
abrupt cross-sectional changes of comparable orders of magnitude. The design
incorporates transitionst sections of conduit which interconnect adj~cent
pris•.tic portions, one to another, with gradual change in cross-sectional
geometry (12). The pressure-drop concomitants of these contrasting conduit
desigh.. are wore-or-less anslagous to those of a flat-plate orifice-venturi
throat comparison. Flat-plate orifices usually entail rather large pressure
losses. The venturi section, with its transition, usually has the smallest
pressure loss of any *engineered obstruction".

4.6.4 Preferential Flownath Princinle. The most obvious predetermined
flow characteristic of the cylinder is that all exhaled breaths must
traverse the sam three-dimensional channel. With the progress of canister-
use time, accumulating water of reaction and condensate, together with
clotted or slurried, non-functional granules provides the basis for the
steadily mounting flow impedance. The gradually-elongating granular
flowpath of tM flatcanister is the primary ctructural property acting to
minimize resistance, because it exploits the "path-of-least-resistance"
phenomenon. With the fresh-charged canister, the shortest inlet-to-exhaust
path becomes the site for preferential flow and, therefore, flow obstruction
by moisture and slurry initially appears there. Gradually, as canister use
time mounts, the preferential flowpath shifts obliquely away from. base Al
(figures 2A - 2B) and toward base A. Flow resistance increase as a
function of elapsed use time is shown in the following examples (Cylindricas
canister data, reference 4):

FLATCANISTER M H.2 AP AT PEAK FLON
14). INIrIAL AT FOLi2 = C. LI5% U

Al 1.9 2.5 2.6
Bi 2.2 2.5 2.7
Cl 2.4 3.0 3.3

E4-E3 2.6 3.0 3.3
E4 3.5 3.7 3.7
E5 2.8 3.3 3.6

CYLI L "ICAL

A 4.6 6.7 6.7
8 6-9 9.4 12.0
C 4.1 5.2 5.9
D 3.5 4.3 4.4

El 7.6 3.2 8.2
I 17.7 19.0 2.4
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4.6.5 pressure Drop Pattern Determjinations. Within limitations set uy
pressure transducer-amlifier-recorder channel availability, the hypothesis
of a gradually-shifting flowpath wa3 tested. Figure 5 illustrates the
number and distribution of the pressure sensing taps, and the accompanying
legend summarizescertain details of canister preparation, testing and
results. These observations verify the preferential flowpath geographical
predictions.

4.7 Fin#1 NotU

4.7.1 No concrete, tangible proof can be cited in support of suggestions
that apparatus flow resistance is intimately linked within a cycle of pre-
accident events, even though the experimental and operational evidence does

support this concept. This accumulated information, largely unpublished,
has been obtained by both mechanical and subjective experimental methods,
with canisters alone, with assembled operational rigs, and with a special
minimal-resistance devlce, at ambient pressures between one and eleven
atmospheres absoluto, during working as well as resting exposures with
respired gas mixtures selected by experimental control of individual
variables, e.g., mixture density (0.3772 to 9.061 qrams per liter), inspired
oxygen partiAl pressure (0.18 to 3.17 atmospheres absolute) and mixture
composition (air, 10" oxygen, seven hellum-oxyqen mixtures, argon-oxygen
and neon-oxygen).

4.7.2 The resistance characteristics of most current apparatus are
satisfactory, with reference to routine operational exposures. However,
certain devices are likely tc present positive hazards to the diver,
according to the severity of circumstances, in particular those in which
oxygen depth-time limits have been exceeded. The FLATCAN type will ease
unfavorable flow impedances of assembled divers' breathing apparatus.

4.7.3 No indictment of specific apparatus is implicit in the foregoing
remarks. An initial assumption of engineering comnetance has, in fact,
been strengthened. A bio-o.nqineering approach to equipment design can
be erected on contemporary foundations of engineering empiricism (2)(3)(8).

4.7.4 Estimates of complexity of Flatcanister manufacture and incorporation,
with other components, into suitably comfortable, streamlined, effective riqs
have been invited from several sources. The consensus is one of uncertainty.

5. COYLJSION AND RE2•-WA1If•A 6

5.1 It is concluded thatt

5.1.1 the FLAýIAAN is an effect'ive canister and that is has highly favorable
flow resistance Qualities and in this respect it is particularly suitable

for use with divers' breathing apparatus.
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5.2 It Is reccimendvd thats

5.2.1 The Fiatcanist*r configuyttion b& cc, nsitert,- 'or sd•te'tion to
cloIv-.-;rcult ý.xv.;er do'fices b(ýcsuoe lxtez-a!. . resistance may
predispose certain divers to underwaoeii convulustiri

5.2.2 The Flatcanister configuration be employed in ipparatus designed
for diving to denths in excess of current exoerimental exposurete, assuming

that the granul...r chtmicam1 absorption method for carbon dioride elimination
will be used with such apparatus.
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